THE SPACE
ONEONESIX is a burgeoning arts hub in Whāngārei. Born in a disused former
church, the space had lain dormant for a number of years before Company of Giants
reopened the doors in 2015, inviting the world of art, theatre and community to
join the regeneration of a communally owned landmark.
The versatile old wooden building is used as a theatre, a radio station, for
rehearsals, workshops, presentation events, yoga and movement, circus shows, an
art exhibition, a pop-up cinema and even a roller disco. A main hall with wooden
floor and full length blackout curtains on both sides is entered through a charming
high ceilinged foyer, with rear studio and offices spaces accessed from here. A
commercial kitchen, tiny espresso and milkshake bar, and streetfront courtyard
complete the facilities for warm manaakitanga.
We’re learning as we go and are welcoming all sorts of collaborations to emerge
from the space. Company of Giants would be excited to hear from you about your
event, show or idea, and more than happy to work with you to make it happen!
ONEONESIX
116 Bank Street
Whāngārei 0110

THE AUDIENCE
Company of Giants has been working in Whāngārei for the past six years, initially
creating large scale, highly site specific productions with Northland Youth Theatre,
including Quarry, Odyssey, and Empty City. Specialising in devised pieces with young
people, and putting them in interesting locations, such as a former quarry, a disused
recycling centre, and an unused inner city retail space, has formed a strong and loyal
local following.
This willingness to work large groups of creative young people, and to work outside
pof a traditional theatre landscape, has enabled the company to reach outside of a
traditional theatre following, and engage with a varied arts audience. The continued
use of the church space, as ONEONESIX, has enabled the company to expand it’s
audience further, attracting a wider range of events and participants, with a diversity
of activities being facilitated within the space.
Specifically as holders of a theatre audience, Company of Giants has a solid base of
return audience, delighted to attend other theatre shows hosted at ONEONESIX – as
highlighted by the strong numbers to Replay – a collection of first year Toi Whakaari
solo pieces shown in December 2015.
A young, family orientated theme runs through our audience, together with a highly
attentive arts focused set – with Whāngārei currently holding a huge desire and
hunger for interesting work – which has been displayed through continually growing
attendance numbers to visiting shows and events.
ONEONESIX has a growing database of loyal fans, all of whom will be happy to hear
of your event coming to town, and we feel there is currently a heightened sense of
energy around arts participation within Whāngārei.

EQUIPMENT
11 x 500w cyc units
2 x 4-way 800w cyc units
9 x Old 1/1.2k Fresnels
9 x Acclaim 650w Fresnels
2 x LED RGBW 18x8w Par cans
1 x Selecon 24 channel lighting desk
2 x 15m fixed lighting bars
2 x 6m movable lighting bars
Possibility to loan high-end PA system

THE COMPANY
Company of Giants is a Whāngārei based theatre collective who specialise in new
devised work, space activation and community focused processes. Previous works
include Odyssey (Whāngārei, Auckland and Hamilton - first created with Northland
Youth Theatre), Rangitahua (Whāngārei, Gisborne) and Giant Teeth (in collaboration
with Auckland Theatre Company). We listen to where we might be effective and we
learn how to work there. We adapt our processes based on where we are working
and with whom we are working.
Our ethos is based around story telling, listening, music making and invention - we
see this as a way to bring the voices and imaginations of our young people into
a public forum to be celebrated and valued. Our exploration is around inclusion,
diversity, adaptability and the power of many voices in order to celebrate, challenge,
empower and unite. We create large scale community pieces as well as intimate
boutique highly visual and story based work.

Ash Holwell / 022 151 7305 / ash@companyofgiants.co.nz
Laurel Devenie / 027 419 9966 / laurel@companyofgiants.co.nz
Matt Keene / 021 361 123 / matt@companyofgiants.co.nz

Exterior, with entrance at left.

Entrance through espresso and milkshake bar.

Main space, with blackout curtains.

Hall space, looking towards foyer.
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Foyer - a malleable space, here setup as cafe with kitchen at rear.

Beagle Radio - commnuity radio station in foyer space.

Rear studio space - here hosting Chapel of Arts exhibition.

